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Books:


Book Chapters:


**Straubhaar, R. J.** (2017). Expanding the definition of “small” state: How Rio de Janeiro’s favelas are a small state that talks “big.” In T. Jules & P. Ressler (Eds.), *Re-reading education policy and practice in small states: Issues of size and scale in the emerging intelligent society and economy* (pp. 59–71). Frankfurt am Main, Germany: Peter Lang. doi: [http://dx.doi.org/10.3726/978-3-653-02633-7](http://dx.doi.org/10.3726/978-3-653-02633-7)


**Refereed Journal Articles:**


Published Refereed Conference Proceedings (Include page numbers; or if published online provide link to publication):


**Presentations at International/National Professional Meetings:**


Hartwig, E. K., & Blalock, S. M. (2017, October). Play therapy with teens and tweens. Association for Play Therapy (APT) Annual Conference, Minneapolis, MN.


Homeyer, L. E., (2017, October). Spirituality: Our forgotten ally. Presented at the 34th International Play Therapy Conference, Association for Play Therapy, Minneapolis, MN.

Homeyer, L. E., & Morrison Bennett, M. (2017, October). Expressive arts in play therapy supervision. International Play Therapy Conference, Association for Play Therapy, Minneapolis, MN.


Meeting, San Antonio, TX.


Reardon, R. F., & Tracy, D. J.* (2017, November). *Partnering with industry: A community college model for corporate training.* American Association of Adult and Continuing Education, Memphis, TN.


Valadez, M., Grijalva, B.* & Guajardo, M. (2017). *Utilizing social processes for the*
development of a dual language program. Cosecha Dual Language Conference, Albuquerque, NM.


Presentations at Regional and State Professional Meetings:


Haiyasoso, M. D. (2017, March). Training student counselors to work with survivors of child sexual abuse. Texas Association for Counselor Education and Supervision Midwinter Conference, Austin, TX.


External Grants Newly Funded in 2017:

Rivera, M. D. (PI). (2017-2020). Texas college support nonprofits: Strategies, outcomes, and funding in an era of state disinvestment, Greater Texas Foundation. $90,000.00.


Price, L. R. (2017). Psychometric Properties and Norms development for the Holistic Student Assessment. The PEAR Institute, McLean Hospital, Harvard University. $35,000.00.